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Abstract 
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Republic of Singapore 

The use of computer analysis provides a powerful tool in the 
understanding of pulsed laser systems and for the acquisition of 
laser research capability and technology. From the pedagogical 
point of view·to effectively launch into circuit analysis two 
simplif !cations could be made without reducing the power of 
analysis. Firstly the system of equations are kept simple at the 
level of Kirchhoff's rules applied to time-dependent coupled 
circuits. Secondly, the numerical integration uses the simplest 
linear approximation. The paper uses an apparently complex 
sequenced nitrogen laser system to illustrate this simple 
approach to laser circuits. The system of equations is set up 
and normalised and the numerical scheme discussed. Two examples 
are then computed. The computation predicts two modes of 
sequencing - "prolonged sequencing" and "prompt sequencing". The 
prediction of "prolonged sequencing" with distinctive non-regular 
circuit behaviour has been verified experimentally. This proves 
that the simplifications whilst pedagogically sound and helpful 
do not detract from the power of circuit analysis applied, in 
this instance, to pulsed laser systems. 

x. Xntroduction

Circuit analysis and numerical computation can be put to good use 
to give a more comprehensive understanding of laser systems. This 
is particularly useful for groups starting out to construct and 
develop lasers as a f�rst step to acquire laser research 
capability and technology. With the widespread availability of 
personal computers such analysis with numerical solutions gives 
a ready approach to come to grips with an important aspect of 
laser technology, enabling laser electrical parameters such as 
the pulsed laser current powering the lasing to be computed and 
optimised as a function of the laser inductance and capacitance 
treated as controllable parameters. Circuit computation can be 
carried out in parallel with the physical development of the 
laser. 

From the pedagogical point of view, to launch into circuit 
analysis in a simple yet effective manner it is necessary to bear 
in mind two points. Firstly the system of equations should be 
kept simple, say at the level of Kirchhoff's rules applied to 
time-dependent coupled circuits. This means that as a first 
approximation a value of the electrical res·istance of the laser 
volume discharge may be assumed as a time-averaged constant and 
used in the circuit equations. This obviates the necessity of 
using plasma rate equations coupled to the circuit equations to 



• 

compute the resistance of the laser volume discharge as it 
evolves with time. This detail could be taken as another chapter 
of the story to be taken up if necessary after the computation 
of the circuit equations has been mastered. Secondly bearing in 
mind that the numerical integration of the second order 
differential equations making up the circuit equations needs to 
be carried out only for a few cycles any linear approximation may 
be used. (Contrast this to the case of integration of second 
order differential equations for orbits, say of satellites, which 
may need to be integrated . for thousands of cycles; so that far 
greater accuracy needs to be achieved to avoid the distortion 
effects of the cumulative errors of the many cycles.) For the few 
cycles involved sufficient accuracy may be achieved by checking 
for convergence of results as smaller and smaller time steps are 
taken. Typically 1000 to 10000 steps per cycle give sufficiently 
accurate results using even the most basic linear integration 
approximation • 

As an example we consider the case of the pulsed Nitrogen Laser. 

II. The Nitrogen Laser and the Sequenced Nitrogen Laser system 

The transversely excited pulsed nitrogen laser may use two 
capacitors, the voltage-swinging capacitor C1 and the laser 
discharge capacitor c; such as shown in Fig. 1 (circuit e and 
circuit 1 only without circuits 2 and 3). When the external 
spark gap Sis triggered Ie starts flowing in circuit e and the 
voltage across the first laser channel v,1 starts to rise towards 
V2 -(-V1) as C1 discharges. The laser channel is typically set to 
break down at 1. 3-1. 7 of V1 • When v,1 exceeds this set value I 1 
starts to flow. Discharge uniformity requiring a dVi/dt of 0.5 
kV /ns or greater 1

•2 may generally be improved by the use of 
preionizers. ~5 A time resolution of 1 ns is needed for optical 
imaging of fast phenomena such as the plasma focus. 6 

Ci.n:uit 3 Ci=uit 2 Circuit I Circuit e 

FIG. 1. Circuit diagram of the three-channel sequenced nitrogen laser. 
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For the study of fast dynamics it is often advantageous to obtain 
pictures in a realtime movielike sequence with frame separation 
of several nanoseconds. This has been achieved using one 
nitrogen laser pulse by beam division and optical delay7 or by 
mode locking a nitrogen laserpumped dye laser.• These methods 
have the drawback of reduced power. A multiframing system using 
several nitrogen lasers controlled by delay lines has been 
reported. 9 The sequencing precision is, however, not good, being 
limited by the inherent jitters of the individual spark gaps of 
the lasers. · 

In a recent development10 several nitrogen lasers were connected 
as an electrical network so that the lasers are fired in 
sequence. The system has the potential of multiframing at precise 
intervals of a few nanoseconds and with each frame having the 
full power of a single nitrogen laser pulse. This had been 
predicted1.0 by a simple computation based on circuit analysis. In 
this paper we explain in detail and in a tutorial manner how the 
circuit analysis and computations may be kept at the simplest yet 
effective level. In this manner will be highlighted that even a 
simple circuit computation may elucidate an apparently complex 
situation. 

We consider three laser channels to be fired in sequence as shown 
in Fig. 1. The voltage difference across the three channels are 
denoted respectively by V11 , V12 and V13 • In general, the 
capacitors Ci, C2, CJ, c, are charged to voltage V 1, V 2, VJ and V 4, 

respectively. As discussed earlier, the first laser channel 
breaks down when the voltage swinging C1 discharges, enabling Ci 
to discharge I 11 through the first laser channel. The discharge 
of Ci pulls the right-hand side of the second laser channel 
downwards from V2 towards -V2 so that C2 whilst powering the first 
laser channel, also acts as the voltage swinging capacitor for 
the sec_ond laser channel. If the voltage swing is sufficient to 
break down the second laser channel, then CJ discharges Ii, 
powering the second laser channel whilst simultaneously acting 
as the voltage swinging capacitor for the third laser channel 
until c, is able to discharge IJ through the third laser channel. 

III. EQUATIONS 

We take the laser channel inductance and resistance to be Ls and 
r 1 for each laser gap. The stray inductance leading up to the 
laser gap on each side is taken to be L•1~r..z = r,.. 

To use Kirchhoff's rule on currents we note that at any junction 
the sum of currents (taking a current entering the junction as 
positive, and a current leaving the junction as negative) is 
zero. To use Kirchhoff's rule on voltages we note that the sum 
of all votages, at any instant, taken around a loop or mesh is 
zero. For a capacitor discharge circuit the voltage across the 
driving capacitor is the initial voltage minus the charge that 
has flowed out of it. The voltage across the inductor is the 
product of the inductance and the rate of change of current. The 
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voltage across the resistor is the product of the resistance and 
the current. In the summing the capacitor voltage is taken as 
the forward voltage whilst the inductive and resistive voltages 
are taken as reverse voltages. 

The application of Kirchhoff's rules is illustrated as we write 
the circuit voltage equations in the following manner. 

A. circult e

circuit e is switched on at t = o.

The voltage difference across the first laser channel is 

) 
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The voltage difference across the second laser channel is 
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circuit 2 is switched on when v,2 reaches a preset value. 

c. circuit 2

dI dI dI 
(2L + L + L,_ + L

3
) __ 2 - L

3
--3 - Lz--1 + I T

2 B g dt dt dt g-

f(I3 - I2 ) dt f(I1 - I2 )dt 
= (½ - V2 ) 

+ ------ + ------C
3 

C2 

The voltage difference across the third laser channel is 

Circuit 3 is switched on when v,3 reaches a preset value. 

D. circuit 3

dI dI 
(2L + L + ½ + L

4
) --3 - ½--2 + I T

3 B g dt dt g- .

f I3 dt f (I2 - I
3

) dt 
=(V - V) - -- + ------

' 3 . c, C
3 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Equations ( 1), (3), (5), and (7) are the equations governing the 
discharge of the four circuits. These four equations are treated 
as a system of coupled equations for solving the currents Ie, I 1 , 

I2 and I31 taken as time-dependent unknowns whilst Le, L1 , �, Li, 
Li, L:J and L.. and Ci, �, � and C4 and re 

and r, are taken as 
controllable or known circuit parameters. Eqs. (2), (4), and (6) 
are the equations determining the times of switching on, 
respectively, of circuit 1, circuit 2, and circuit 3 relative to 
time t = o.
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E. Normalizatlon 

The four governing equations (1), (3), (5) and (7) may be written 
in normalized form for the following purposes: 

To simplify the system of equations so that the basic functional 
dependence may be seen more clearly. 

To introduce scaling parameters which enable all ranges of 
operation of the laser ·circuits to be covered simply by a 
variation of the scaling parameters. The identification of the 
parameters enables the identification of the ratios which govern 
the regimes of the· operation of the laser circuits. 

The first step in the normalization is to choose the correct 
reference quantities to normalize the time and the four currents 
to be determined. At the same time we also normalize the voltages 
across the gaps as expressed in Equs.(2), (4) and (6). 

The variables are normalized in the following manner: 
f" = t/to, 

where the unit time is referenced to the characteristic discharge 
time of the branch L1-C1 i.e •. t 0 = V(L1Ci); also 

with a unit current referenced to the undam,Ped discharge current 
amplitude of the L1-C1 branch i.e. I 0 = V1/V (Li/Ci). Also 

and 

We thus obtain the following normalized equations. 

Equations in Nonaalized Form 

1. circuit e 

(8) 
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V gi = (V 2 - 1) + J ( \8 - \ 1 ) d't - (J (\1 - \ 2 ) d<t/6 2) 

+ d\,, + A d\;z - ( 1 A A ) d\1 
d<t .., 2 d<t + 2 .., s + t';z d<t 

(9) 

Circuit 1 is switched on only when v11 reaches the preset value 
of Fl" 

2. Circuit 1 

= (v2 - 1) + (j (12 - 11 ) d<t/~2) + f (\• - \1 ) d<t 

/(1 + 132 + 13g + 213s), 

(10) 

(11) 

Circuit 2 is switched on only when v12 reaches the preset value 
of F2 • 

3. circuit 2 

+ (J (\3 - l;z) ck/63) + (J (\1 - l;z) d<t/62)+ p) !: 
-cxg\2Jl<l32 + 133 +Ilg+ 21ls>, 

(12) 

(13) 

Circuit 3 is switched on only when ❖,3 reaches the preset value 
of F3 • 
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4. Circuit 3 

[(v, - v 3 ) -(J\3dt/64) + (J,2 - 'L 3 )d-t/6 3) 

- «g'L3l I <PJ + P, + Pg+ 2Ps> 
(14) 

Equations (8), (10), (12), and (14) are used to compute for 
te, 1.11 'Li and il- Equations (9), (11), and (13) are used to 
determine the times of switching on, respectively of circuit 1, 
circuit 2, and circuit 3. The scaling parameters are 

P. = L.f L1, p = ~/Li, (33 = L3/L11 P, = L,/Ll' 

1} 8 = £ 5 / L1, Pg= Lg/Li, 

62 = C2/C1, 63 = C3/ C1, t>, = C4 /C1, 

Va = V2/V1, V3 = V3/V1, v, = V4 /V1 

and 

ae = re~' a, = r,~ 

where re and r, are, respectively, the spark gap and laser channel 
resistance, and the preset breakdown voltages of the laser 
channels are written, normalized to V11 as F11 F2 and F3 • 

IV. INTEGRATION PROCEDURE 

The scaling parameters are first specified according to the 
selected ratio of inductances, capacitances, charging voltages 
and damping ratios of the spark gap and laser channel. 

Equations (8), (10), (12) and (14) are treated as coupled second 
order differential equations to be numerically integrated step
by-step in time, starting from T = 0. These equations are 
considered as four coupled equations for solving the four time
dependent variables t e' 1.11 t 2 and 1.3 , thus forming a closed system 
of equations provided we have additional relationships connecting 
the current integrals with the corresponding currents and with 
the corresponding current derivatives. Two additional equations 
are needed for each of the currents te, t 1 , l 2 and t 3 • No new 
generating equations are needed for these additional equations. 
Instead any linear approximations may be used. For example we 
may use the following schematic to obtain succeeding quantities 
(step n+l) from preceding quantities (step n): 
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Linear approximations in numerical format: 

where A f" is the time step from step n to step (n+l), and a 
quantity subscripted n+l denotes the value of that quantity at 
the (n+l)th time-step to be computed from relevant quantities at 
the nth step whose values are denoted by subscripts of n. 

and 

(16) 

Similarly the two supplementary equations for t 1 are: 

and 

(18) 

and 

(20) 
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and 

(22) 

To complete the numerical scheme we also write the four governing 
equations in a form suitable for numerical step-by-step 
computation, 

Thus equation (8) is written as: 

Governing equations in numerical format 

( !-L +- '1'·· - •,><n> •• , • ( ~1:L -... , .. > •• ,] (23) 

/1 + Pe> 

Equation (10) as: 

(24) 

Equation (12) as: 

(25) 

and Equation (14) as: 
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( dd\3) = [ (v ,-v3) - <f13dt) n+ll 6, + (/ (12-\3) d-t) n+ll 63 +p3( end 2) 
't n+l 't n+l (26) 

-cxg(l3) n+1l (P3+p,+pg+2P.) 

Written in the above form the twelve equations (15) - (26) may 
be considered as a closed system for numerically solving the 
twelve time-dependent variables t 0 , dt 0 /df", Jt 0df"; t 1 , dlifd1'", 
f i,1df"; 1.21 d'-2/df", Jt 2df"; and 1. 3 , dC. 3/df", J (. 3df". The solution is 
carried out step-by-step, between each step a time incrementAt 
is made. At each step, when a quantity is being evaluated (i.e. 
written as a Left-Hand-Side, LlfS, quantity), the quantities being 
used for its evaluation i.e. the RHS quantities will take on the 
current (present) values of these RHS quantities. In this manner 
of computation in Equs (23), (24) and (25) on the RHS there is 
a mixture of values from (n+l)th step and nth step. This poses 
no problem as the RHS time-dependent variables are all current 
values, i.e. values which the variables have at that particular 
point of computation; whether the value belongs to the (n+l)th 
step or the nth step depends on the order of computation chosen. 

Initial conditions 

To start off the computation time ,. is set at ,. = o and the 
initial conditions are set as: 

The quantities t 1 and dt 1/df" are kept at o until the value of 
~ 11 computed from Eq. (9) at each step reaches the preset value. 
During this phase, only circuit e is operational and hence the 
integration for Ji 0df" and 1.e proceed using equations (15) and (16) 
followed by the computation of dt 0 /df" using equation (23); 
after each step time is incremented by61'" set at 0.002. At each 
step the value of v11 is checked using Eq. (9) and using current 
values for all RHS quantities. 

When ,.>11 has reached its preset value, laser gap 1 breaks down and 
circuit 1 becomes operational i.e. current t 1 starts flowing. 
Circuit 2 (and circuit 3) still remains not switched. During 
this phase the integration for Ji. 0df" and 1. 0 and Jt, 1d,.- and (. 1 
proceeds using equations (15), (16), (17) and (18) followed by 
the computation of dt0 /df" and d1,ifd1'" from governing equations (23) 
and (24), in this sequence. At each step Eq. (11) is checked to 
see if ~,2 has exceeded the preset value. 

When~~ has exceeded the preset value, laser gap 2 breaks down 
and circuit 2 becomes operational. Circuit 3 remains not 
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switched. During this phase the integration for J'cdT and tc, 
ff.1dT and 1.11 and ,J1,2dT and 1, 2 proceeds using equations (15), (16), 
(17), (18), (19), (20) followed by the computation of d c/dT, 
d\1/dT and dt 2/dT using governing equations, (23), (24) and (25) 
in this sequence. At each step Eq. (13) is checked to see if 

J,3 has exceeded the preset gap breakdown value. 

When J~ has exceeded the preset value, laser gap 3 breaks down 
and circuit 3 becomes operational. All the circuits are now 
firing. The integration for JtcdT and 1,c, J1,1dT and·-c,,_, J,c. 2dT and 

t 2 and f 1, 3dT and 1, 3 proceeds using the ?our pairs of linear 
approximation equations (15) - (22) followed by the computation 
of d'-c/ dT, d1.tf dT, dt.2/dT and d1.3/dT. using the four governing (23) 
- (26) in this sequence. 

The computation is allowed to proceed until a preset time or a 
preset event. For example until t 3 has peaked and has then 
fallen to zero. 

V. RESULTS OF COMPUTATION 

Having discussed the equations and numerical method to be used 
we now look at two examples, case 1 and case 2. 

A. Case 1: Uniform capacitance and charglng voltages -
prolonged sequenclng mode 

We first consider a system with identical laser heads and with 
all capacitors identical and charged to the same voltage. 
Typically such a system may have 

4 
1'i 
C1 
r, 

= 
= 
= 
= 

12 nH, L1 = Li = L:J = L.. = 0 .15 nH, 
0.1 nH, L, = 0.1 nH, 
Ci = C3 == C4 = 1 o nF, r, = o . o 8 n, 
0 .12 n, V1 = V2 = V3 = V4 = 16 kV, 

with laser channel breakdown set at 21 kV giving scaling 
parameters of 

Pe= 80, P2 = 133 = 13, = 1, 13v = 0.1,P. = 0.1, 

&2 = &3 = &, = 1, «g = 0. 7, «. = 1, 

v2 = v3 = v, = 1, a n d F1 = F2 = F3 = 1. 3. 

The system of equations (8), (10), (12), and (14) is integrated 
with time incremental steps of 0.002 of t 0 =V(L1C1) = 1.2 ns. The 
unit of current is I 0 = 130 k.A. The results are shown in Fig. 2. 

On switching circuit e it is observed that current 1, c begins to 
flow and the laser channel voltage diference v,,, begins to rise 
as the voltage on c, begins to drop. At -r ~ 17.8, v,,, has risen 
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to the preset value of F1 = 1.3. The first laser channel breaks 
down. current t 1 begins to flow. The voltage across the second 
laser channelJ~ now swings up with a short time constant of 

superimposed on a longer time constant of ¥[80 (1 . + 62) ]~13t
0

• the 
latter being due to the slower discharge of C1 and c; together 
into the branch circuit of the large inductance 4. 

l. 

l. 

l. 

o. 

o. 

0.4 

-0. 

o. 
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0 . 2 

0.0 
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FIG. 2. Computed voltages across the laser channel, laser currents, and 
laser currents squared as functions of time; all variables ace normalized. 
Parameters used are those for a "prolonged sequencing" mode. 

From the point of view of sequencing precision, particularly in 
consideration of dV1/dt, we would prefer the second laser channel 
to reach the preset F2 in the first fast swing, a mode which we 
shall term "prompt sequencing". However, it is found that when 
operated with uniform capacitances and voltages such as our 
present case, .:>,2 only reaches F2 in the second fast swing, a mode 
we shall term "prolonged sequencing" whenever the breakdown 
occurs later than the first fast swing. That this second upswing 
is related to the oscillation of the 1. 1 trace superimposed on the 
oscillation of \ 0 is confirmed by examining the t. 1 and 1,

0 
traces. 

When the laser channel 2 has broken down, 1. 2 begins to flow and 
v,3 begins its swing upwards again with a short time constant 
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swing superimposed on a longer time constant. For our present 
parameters ~ 13 does not reach the preset value of F3 = 1. 3 until 
its fourth swing, as confirmed by examining the corresponding 
trace of t 2. After the third laser channel has broken down the 
current t 3 flows. The laser current pulses have the following 
characteristics: 

First pulse : amplitude= 0.42 I 0 , FWHM of power curve= 2.ot
0

; 

second pulse: amplitude= 0.44 I 0 , FWHM of power curve= 1.st
0

; 

third pulse : amplitude= 0.42 I 0 , FWHM of power curve= l.lt0 

These are the pulses responsible for producing the nitrogen laser 
pulses. It is noticed that with the scheme of uniform 
capacitances and voltages we have a "prolonged sequencing" mode 
with the three laser producing pulses separated, respectively, 
by 13t0 and 26t0 • Note that this behaviour is predicted by our 
simple nUJIJerical computation. 

The prolonged sequencing mode has the additional disadvantage of 
a slow dV1/dt particularly for the breakdown of the third laser 
channel. It is doubtful from the ramp obtained in Fig. 3 of less 
than 0.1 kV/ns for dV13/dt whether that laser channel could lase 
consistently even witn preionizers. 

B. case 2: The prompt sequencing mode 

Prompt sequencing may be obtained by using progressively reduced 
capacitances in the sequence of capacitors. This may be aided by 
progressively increasing the voltages in the sequence of 
capacitors thus enabling also pulse power compensation. Both 
arrangements have been computed. 

Figure 3 shows the result of an arrangement with reducing 
capacitances but with the same voltage on all capacitors. The 
changed parameters are 

C1 = 24 nF, <; = 12 nF, C3 = C4 = 6 nF, r 1 = 0.06 n, re= 0.08 n, 

and V1 = V2 = V3 = v .. = 14 kV, 

giving scaling parameters of 

Pe=80, P2=P3=P,=l, Pg=0.7, P.=0.7 

62 = 0.5, 63 = 641 = 0.25, «g = 0.75,(X
8 

= 1, 

v 2 = v 3 = v, = 1 , a n d F1 = F2 = F 3 = 1 . 6 

Here t 0 = V (L1C1) = 1. 9 ns, I 0 = 175 kA, and the computation shows 
in Fig. 3 that prompt sequencing is achieved with the following 
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pulses: 

First pulse 

second pulse 

third pulse 

with precise 

. amplitude = 0.4 I
o , FWHM of power curve = 2. Ot0 ; . 

. amplitude . = 0.34 I
o , FWHM of power curve = l.St0 ; 

. amplitude . = ·o. 32 I
o , FWHM of power = 1. lt0 , 

pulse separations of·2.st0 
and 2t0 

respectively. 

v1 j VJ 

,. !· 
,, ,! 
II ·I 
II ! · 
I I I! 
, , ., 
I 11· 
I I j ! 
I I. I 
I 11 j 
I 1. • 
I II I. � i

" I? 
j I 
•I. 
! I I 

I . 

10 20 
-0.2 

11 
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0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

-0.2 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 

10 20 30 

FlG. 3. Computed voltages across the laser channel, laser currents, and 
laser currents squared as functions aC time; all variables arc normalized. 
Parameters used arc those for a "prompt eequcncing" mode. 

VI. SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: PROLONGED SEQUENCING �ODE

The predictions of the computations of Case 1 have been verified10

experimentally with an arrangement (see Fig. 4) using capacitors 
fabricated from aluminum foils insulated by three layers of 2-mil 
mylar sheets to give capacitances of C1=CrC,�4=10 nF. Three 
identical 20-cm-long laser channels are used each with 6mm thick 
electrodes separated by 3 mm and operated with a flow of nitrogen 
slightly above atmospheric pressure. Preionizing corona blades 
are used to promote uniform breakdown.3 The three laser pulses 
are each suitably attenuated and imaged to fall onto a p-i-n 
photodiode which has its photocurrent recorded on a 100-MHz 
storage oscilloscope with the rise time of the system estimated 
to be 7 ns. 
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HY. 
•H.V. 

.. __ plot, 

FIG. 4. Schematic of a three-channel sequenced nitrogen Luer. The high
voltage plates of the capaciton C1, Cz, C,, and C4 are made of aluminum 
foils. 

Time scale, lOOna/diviaion. 

FIG. 5. Oscillograms of photodiode signal monitoring the tlmJe-channel 
sequenced nitrogen laser operated in the prolonged sequencing mode; time 
scale: I 00 ns/ div. (a) Shot with three laser pulses in "prolonged sequence." 
( b) Shot with the third laser pulse missing. 

Figure S(a) shows the three laser pulses separated by intervals, 
respectively, of 25 and 40 ns. This compares favorably with the 
predicted intervals of 13t0 and 26t0 , if we take t 0 as 1. 6 ns. 

Figure S(b) shows a shot where the third laser pulse is missing, 
which happens quite frequently. When the third laser pulse is 
missing, two things are observed: (a) The first two laser pulses 
are still present with consistent intensities and (b) the third 
laser tube flashes but with very poor spatial uniformity. The 
observations are entirely consistent with the results of Fig. 3 
which have been discussed in Sec.VA. 

These · results10 indicate - that our simple circuit computation 
predict circuit performance and laser behaviour which are 
verified by experiments. 

VZX. CONCLUSXONS 

In this paper we suggest that circuit analysis and computation 
are useful tools for the acquisition of laser technology,. 
particularly if the procedure is kept simplified from a 
pedagogical point of view. For a start Kirchhoff's rules for 
circuit currents and voltages are sufficient to evolve the time
dependent currents of even apparently complex coupled circuits, 
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and simple linear numerical methods are sufficient to integrate 
the coupled second order differential equations. The procedures 
for writing down the equations, normalization and step-by-step 
integration are discussed in detail in a tutorial manner. The 
examples used involve the sequenced nitrogen laser system in 
which an electrical network for firing and powering several 
nitrogen lasers in sequence has been suggested10

• The circuit
theory is developed and computation predicts operation in two 
possible modes - the "prompt sequence" mode and the "prolonged 
sequence" mode. The prolonged sequence mode with relatively 
widely spaced laser pulses is predicted to be irreproducible in 
laser action of the late firing lasers due to a small rate of 
rise of voltages across the relevant laser channels. The prompt 
sequence mode with closely spaced laser pulses is predicted to 
have high sequencing precision since the sequential switching 
action does not depend on separate spark gaps but only depends 
on inherent voltage swings across the laser channels typically 
having the order of 5 kV/ns. 

The predictions of the simple computation have been tested 
experimentally10 with an arrangement of three nitrogen lasers 
having identical capacitances and charged to the same voltage. 
This gives rise to three laser pulses in a prolonged sequence as 
predicted by the theory. The pulse separation of 25 and 40 ns, 
respectively, compare favorably with those predicted by the 
simple computation technique discussed in this paper. This gives 
confidence that the simplifications highlighted in this paper 
have not detracted from the power and usefulness of circuit 
analysis applied to even such apparently complex cases. 
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